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LETlXR TO THE EDITOR 

On conformally covariant spin-2 and spin-: equations 

A 0 Barut and Bo-Wei Xu? 
Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309, USA 

Received 5 January 1982 

Abstrrd. The standard massless spin-2 and spina equations are not conformally covariant. 
By varying the coefficients of various terms in these equations we derive conformally 
covariant equations. These equations are then used to construct consistent coupling terms 
in the original field equations representing the self-interaction and -the interaction of 
massless spin-2 (or 4) fields with matter. 

The theory of massless spin-2 tensor fields to describe the gravitational field has a 
long history. In particular, there are longstanding difficulties concerning the coupling 
of the massless spin-2 field to a matter field in the Minkowski space (Wyss 1965). 

We wish to clarify in this letter several points regarding the conformal covariance 
of both massless spin-2 and spin-: fields and their coupling to matter. The standard 
field equations for these fields are by themselves not conformally covariant (Bracken 
and Jessup 1981 (this paper contains a very comprehensive treatment of conformal 
covariance of all massless equations)), contrary to some general beliefs that all massless 
equations are conformally covariant. We show here that they can be made so, if 
suitably combined with spin-0 and spin-4 fields, respectively. We then use these 
conformally covariant Lagrangians to construct consistent field equations for spin-2 
and spin-$ fields coupled to the combinations of spin-0 and -2 (or spin-; and -$) fields, 
representing self-coupling plus coupling to matter. The reasons for these mixing lie 
in the representation theory of the conformal group. Usually fields are classified by 
their transformation properties under the Lorentz group, and then one looks to see 
if the massless equations are invariant under the larger conformal group. If, however, 
one introduces the fields according to the finite-dimensional representations of the 
conformal group itself, then they contain, when reduced with respect to the Lorentz 
group, in general, several different spin fields. 

The symmetric tensor h,, = hvp, defined by its Lorentz transformation property, 
transforms under special conformal transformations as (Isham et a1 1970) 

h L, = flD,/'h,@ (1) 
= n[g,"g/ + ( C A X U  -XAcU)(rAu),/']h,,, 

where 
8 

(IAu)p/'  = (gApgu" -gA"gu@)gv + (&&up -gA'guu)g," 

and 
n = 1 + 2CF& + C Y .  
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Equdtion (1) can also be written as 

h : , (x ' )  = ( X ) k p  b), 
where 

Aw0l(~)=gwDl + ~ ( c , x "  - x , c ~ ) .  

It is known that the Fierz-Pauli equation for this massless tensor field 

G::) ~a2h,,-a,auh,-a,a"h,,+a,a,h +g,,(aAauh,,-a2h) = T , ~  (3) 

is not conformally covariant, as can easily be verified. Equation (3) is however gauge 
invariant under the transformation 

(4) 
where & is an arbitrary vector field. Consequently, equation (4) selects the spin-2 
part of the tensor field. Furthermore, we have for equation (3) 

h,, -+ h,, + a,gu + ad,, 

awTFy = 0 ,  ( 5 )  

a*G::) = 0. (6) 

because the left-hand side of (3) satisfies this equation automatically: 

However, it is not possible to couple h,, to a matter field T,,, of definite spin. For 
example, if we insert in (3) for Tu, the energy-momentum tensor TFU(4) of a scalar 
field 4, equation (6) leads to an inconsistency, because for the coupled (hw,  - 4 )  fields, 
8"Tw,,(4) # 0 (although awT,,(+) = 0 for a free scalar field). Successive higher-order 
coupling terms to eliminate this inconsistency order by order then leads to Einstein's 
Lagrangian (Wyss 1965). 

The conformally covariant field equations for the tensor field can be obtained by 
readjusting the coefficients of the various terms in equation (3). In this way we derive 
the conformally covariant Lagrangian 

LZC(h) = - ~ ( a , h , ~ ) 2 + ~ ( a O h , u a u h ~ u )  +i(d,h)2-fa,ha,h"", (7) 

where 

h = h",, 

and transforms as 

h:* =Oh,@. 

Under special conformal transformations we find indeed that 

9 ' (hLV)  = n49(h, , )+2cA& RA = a"R,A, 

=$[!iga~(hpY)~+ 2(h,,h'~)-(hhu~)I 

and 3' leads to the same field equations (Flato et a1 1970). 
The resultant equations of motion from (7) are 

(9) 

(10) 

Equation (10) was also given recently by Drew and Greenberg (1980). Equation (10) 
is conformally covariant, but not gauge invariant under (4). This implies that we have 
both spin-0 and spin-2 components of h,,, and not a pure spin-2 field. However, Gt t  

1 G ~ L  =a2h,, -$(a,a"h,, +a,a"h,,)+$a,a.h +Tg,,(aAauhA, -a2h) = 0. 
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automatically satisfies 
= - 0. 

But Glfl is not automatically conserved: 

a.G:l# 0,  (12) 

aA ap  (aPhpA - a,h,,) = 0. 

unless 

(13) 

The first question is now whether we can couple this field equation GEL to a matter 
field in the form 

G;!, = e,,, (14) 
where e,, is the conformally covariant energy-momentum tensor of a matter field. 
Now the conformally covariant tensor e,, does indeed satisfy V, =0, but not 
necessarily 8”’, v = 0 for interacting fields. There are models of nonlinear conformally 
covariant matter field theories for scalar and spinor fields (Barut and Xu 1981a, b), 
for which P”, Y = 0, but these can not be coupled to the tensor field h,,,. 

We can obtain, however, a consistent system of coupled field equations as follows. 
If we add a term 

(15) T,, = -1 3(arauhw + auauhWu) +Sa,a,h +$g,,(aAauh,, -a%)  
to both sides of equation (lo), we have 

GfL+ T,,, = T,,, 

where the left-hand side is the Fierz-Pauli equation (3). Since a”G;?’ = 0 by equation 
(6), we must impose the condition 

a”T,, = 0, (17) 
which implies 

a“(a,a”h,, - a2huu) = 0, 

which is exactly the same as equation (13). Thus, under the condition (18) we have 
a coupling of the Fierz-Pauli equation for h,, to itself and to h = h”,, = 4, which 
behaves like a scalar field, with 

(19) T,, = -f~a,auh,+a,auh,,)+5g,,aAaUhA,+~(a,a, 2 -g,,a 2 14. 
We now discuss the conformal invariance of massless spin-$+ fields. This system 

is described by a field I,$, = qh,, where I,$ is a Dirac spinor and h, a vector field, 
transforming under the special conformal transformations as (I,$, has the conformal 
weight - $) 
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is gauge invariant under 

*,+ *h, + *a,x (22) 

aW7, = 0. (23) 
The conformally covariant equation is again obtained by varying the coefficients 

(24) 

This is the desired conformally covariant equation which is, however, not gauge 
invariant. 

so that one can select a pure spin-2 component, and 

of the terms in equation (21), and we get 

$aA*, -k(a,yA*A + Y , & u  + Y , h w %  = 0. 

As before, if we add the term 

-k(a,yA*A +r,aA*A) 
to both sides of equation (24), we obtain the Rarita-Schwinger equation (21) with a 
definite coupling term 

(25 )  1 A  
T,, = -da,y + Y , ~ % A )  

and this includes both spin-i and spin-: components. The condition 8’7, = 0 then 
implies 

a2yA+A + Y@a,aAGA = 0. (26)  
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